
What is happening?
In December 2020, LUNG put out an open call out to schools across the
UK, seeking teachers' opinions on 'what makes a good education
package?' We have gathered data from 53 teachers in 53 different
schools across the UK and in this document are the published results of
what was found.

Who is LUNG?

Hello, we are LUNG! It's nice to meet you. We are a campaign led
verbatim theatre company that tours work nationally. We work closely
with different communities to make verbatim theatre and hidden voices
heard. LUNG creates work that shines a light on political, social and
economic issues in modern Britain, using people’s actual words to tell
their stories. 

12
Art & SLT teachers took

part

WHAT DO TEACHERS WANT?
Education package Report
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What types of schools took part?

37
Drama teachers took part

4
English teachers took part

1

53
Teachers in TOTAL took

part



Interested/ Very Interested
88.6%

Not Interested
11.4%

87% of Drama Teachers would find
it interesting to learn about the
rehearsal process

91% of people were either
'interested' or 'very interested' in

 IN PERSON workshops

"Knowing about production on a budget
would be helpful! For some schools, the

idea of putting on a show with little support
or materials can feel impossible so this
could be an interesting area to cover."

91%

91%.        of people were either
'interested' or 'very interested'
in ONLINE WORKSHOPS

85%

Drama Teacher
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Our students have a real lack of aspirations.  We are in a
town in Cornwall and students rarely get an insight into the
professional world and they often don't think it applies to
them.  Unfortunately, we have a lot of poverty and can't
afford the opportunities that they need - we are so far away
from most theatre companies that the travel alone is
beyond our budget.

of people were either 'interested' or 'very interested' in free tickets91%

SLT Teacher

              of people were 'interested' or 'very

interested' in                  training

72%
CPD
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Not Interested
51%

Interested
49%

Drama is such a good way for
children with certain SEN needs
to build empathy skills and role
play scenarios they have trouble
understanding.  Something like
this could be helpful. PSHSE*

based role play scenarios would
be ideal for our students.

51 %    of people were uninterested in PSHCE focused learning
49 %   of people were interested in PSHCE focused learning

Tra i n e e  T e ach er
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PSHCE* - Personal, Social, Health, Economic and Citizenship education



91% 
of people were either 'interested' or 'very interested'

in getting an insight into the creative process

"A rehearsal diary would be amazing.
How actors, directors and designers
actually use a working notebook. Our
English Department would love to join

us with hosting political debates.
Helping our young and developed

artists become independently creative.
Covering parts of the process such as

contracts, copyright, production
elements, finance etc"
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T each er

Thank you                                              to all the teachers who took 

part in the report. We look forward to implementing this data

when designing our upcoming shows and education packages.
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